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Relying much on Dr Google?
Selfdiagnosis can be risky
AM I having a heart attack? My selfdiagnosis concludes I must be, be

cause the symptoms match what I found on Google. However, a more
objective reflection that also takes into account the risk of having a
particular condition, might lead someone else, like a doctor, to suggest
I have the hiccups. This somewhat exaggerated example, highlights the findings
of a new study, published recently in the Journal of Consumer Research, that pro
pose using the internet to selfdiagnose can be unwise because we tend to focus
on symptoms rather than the risk of having the illness. Authors DengfengYan
and Jaideep Sengupta, from Hong Kong University of Science and Technology,
write in their introduction:

"In today's wired world, selfdiagnosis via internet search is very common. Such
symptommatching exercises may lead consumers to overestimate the likelihood
of getting a serious disease because they focus on their symptoms while ignoring
the very low likelihood that their symptoms are related to any serious illness."
• Psychological distance
For their study, the researchers looked at two pieces of information that influ
ence people's decision as to whether they have a disease or not: the base rate
(the rate of the disease in the general population), and the case information (eg

the description of the symptoms). They had a theory that how much reliance a
person places on base rate and case information depends on the "psychological
distance" to them of the person who is ill (self being the closest of all, strangers
being very distant).

Their theory was that when assessing themselves (psychologically very close),

people would place more importance on case information, and the influence of
base r^te would be weak. But when assessing others, especially strangers, then
the influence of symptoms would be weak and base rate would be strong.
• Selfpositivity and selfnegativity

Conversely, if these theories are right, then they should also work the other way
around: selfpositivity (underestimating risk to self) would occur when base rate
is high, but case information doesn't provide a good symptom match. And self
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negativity (overestimating risk to self) would occur when base rate is low, and

case information does provide a good symptom match.
An example of selfnegativity would be assessing a set of

symptoms as indigestion when considering them hap
pening to a stranger, and perceiving them as heart attack
when happening to oneself. An example of selfpositivity
would be underestimating the risk of becoming infected
with HIV ("it won't happen to me").

* Telling signs
The researchers examined these selfpositivity
and selfnegativity biase in a series of experi
ments with hundreds of undergraduates.
They explored many disease scenarios in
cluding flu, hepatitis C, breast cancer and
osteoporosis. In each scenario, the par
ticipants had information on base risk
(the prevalence in the general popula
tion), and case risk (a person's profile
of symptoms and behaviour). In some
experiments the participants were
asked to consider themselves as hav

ing the symptoms, in others they were

asked to consider strangers as having
the symptoms.

When they analysed the results, the researchers found their theories were
confirmed: psychological distance matters.The less a participant knew the

person they were being asked to consider, the more they relied on base risk,
whereas the closer they were to the subject, the more they relied on case risk
such as symptom matching.
• See a real doctor

If consumers are more likely to misdiagnose themselves, then this could
lead to them taking up treatments and buying drugs that are not appropri
ate, which has a wider impact on public health. The easiest answer, they
conclude is to get rid of the bias by seeing a real doctor instead of "Dr

Google", ran
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